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Enabling Deep Neural Networks with Oversized Working Memory on
Resource-Constrained MCUs
Zhepeng Wang, M.S.
University of Pittsburgh, 2021
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown their great power in effectively extracting fea-
tures and making predictions from noisy input data, which makes them the most widely used
algorithm in artificial intelligence (AI) applications. In the meantime, microcontroller units
(MCUs) have become the most common processors in our daily life. Therefore, integrating
DNNs into MCUs will definitely make a huge impact on the real world. Despite its impor-
tance, little attention has been paid to the deployment of DNNs onto MCUs yet. DNNs
are usually resource-intensive while MCUs are resource-constrained, which often makes it
infeasible to directly run DNNs on MCUs. Apart from the low frequency (1-16 MHz) and
limited storage (e.g., 64KB to 256KB ROM), one of the biggest challenges is the small RAM
size (e.g., 2KB to 16KB), which is needed to save the intermediate feature maps of a DNN
in the runtime. Most existing DNN compression algorithms aim to reduce the model size so
that the model can fit into limited storage. However, these algorithms do not reduce the size
of intermediate feature maps significantly, which is referred to as working memory and might
exceed the capacity of RAM. Therefore, it is possible that DNNs cannot run on MCUs even
after compression. To address this problem, this work proposes a technique to dynamically
prune the activation values of the output feature maps in the runtime if necessary, such that
intermediate feature maps can fit into limited RAM. Experimental results on SVHN and
CIFAR-10 have shown that the proposed algorithm could significantly reduce the working
memory of a DNN to satisfy the hard constraint of RAM size while maintaining satisfactory
accuracy with relatively low overhead on memory and run-time latency.
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1.0 Introduction
The past few years have witnessed the rapid development of artificial intelligence (AI)
technology, where computer vision (CV) applications like face recognition and natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) applications like voice assistant are everywhere in our daily life. In
the meantime, we are also living in a fast-growing world of Internet of Things (IoT), which
connects and shares data across a vast network of devices or “things” in a broad spectrum
of applications from manufacturing and retailing to energy, smart cities, health care and
beyond. The vast volumes of data provided by IoT could enable the AI algorithms to learn
the complexity of the real world while the great analytical ability of the AI algorithms could
significantly expand the value of IoT. Therefore, the vision of artificial intelligence of things
(AIoT), which aims to inject AI algorithms into IoT devices (i.e., embedded devices), has
been proposed. According to a recent market research report, embedded AI in support of
IoT Things/Objects will reach $4.6B globally by 2024 [17].
In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have become the mainstream of AI algo-
rithms when we tried to apply AI technology to real-world applications due to its great power
in making rapid decisions and uncovering deep insights based on noisy input data. While
many works have been done, which focus on deploying DNNs on low-end devices such as
mobile devices [14, 15, 24] and FPGAs [9, 10], little attention has been paid to the low-cost,
low-power, and resource-constrained microcontroller units (MCUs), which are the majority
of IoT devices. Therefore, to realize the vision of AIoT, it is essential to inject intelligence
into the prolific embedded devices via deploying DNNs on MCUs. However, typical MCUs
are resource-constrained, which have limited storage (e.g., ROM and Flash memory) capacity
and run in low frequency (several or tens of MHz), while a typical DNN is resource-intensive,
which usually has tens of millions of weights and uses billions of operations to finish one in-
ference. Even a lightweight DNN (e.g., MobileNetV2 [15]) has over a million weights and
millions of operations. The gap between the model size of DNNs and the storage capacity
of MCUs makes the deployment of DNNs onto MCUs infeasible. Therefore, techniques for
DNN compression such as [2, 6] have been adopted by some works such as GENESIS [5] to
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deploy DNNs on resource-constrained MCUs. However, even if the DNN could be fit into the
limited storage after compression, it still cannot run successfully if the size of intermediate
results (i.e., feature maps) exceeds the size of limited RAM (e.g., 2KB - 64KB). Although we
can constantly spill out the intermediate data to fast non-volatile memories such as FRAM
in some cases [5], it is either too expensive or even infeasible for Flash memory or ROM in
most of the off-the-shelf commercial MCUs.
The necessary space to save the intermediate results of a DNN is referred to as working
memory Ω of the DNN. And we use Ωl to denote the memory requirement of layer l of the
DNN, which is also referred to as the working memory of layer l. It is defined as,
Ωl = |xl|+ |yl| , (1–1)
where |xl| denotes the size of activation values of input feature maps of layer l, and |yl|
denotes the size of activation values of output feature maps of layer l, which is equivalent
to |xl+1|. For a DNN consisting of L layers, its working memory Ω is defined as max
l∈{1,...,L}
Ωl.
Note that the working memory Ω of a specific DNN is oversized when Ω exceeds the RAM
size of the target MCU.
According to Eq. (1–1), we can conclude that Ωl is related to the shape and number of
filters of layer l. Existing DNN compression techniques such as fine-grained unstructured
pruning in [6] focus on pruning the insignificant weights of filters, which could not reduce
the working memory of a DNN since it does not change the shape or number of filters.
Structured pruning [12], which removes a certain number of filters in each layer (as shown
in Figure 1(a)(b)), could lead to the reduction of working memory. However, this method
is not only coarse-grained but also static and invariant to different inputs. For instance, in
Figure 1(a)(b), the filter in grey color is removed permanently and thus reduces the working
memory. This pruning operation might not affect the inference of some inputs like input 0
shown in Figure 1(a). However, the features in the removed filter might be very important
for the inference of some inputs like input 1 shown in Figure 1(b). And the removal of
this filter could degrade the accuracy of the inference for this kind of inputs. Therefore,
static structured pruning would weaken the representation capability of the original DNNs
especially for those already small DNNs designed for MCUs, and thus lower the accuracy by
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a large margin. Although [13] proposes dynamic structured pruning to mitigate the loss of
accuracy by introducing dynamics to the coarse-grained structured pruning, it is infeasible
to be applied to MCUs since it needs an extra DNN to decide the policy of pruning in the
runtime, which makes it prohibitive for resource-constrained MCUs. Quantization [19] is
another type of DNN compression technique that could reduce working memory by using
fewer bits to represent each activation value in the output feature maps. However, the
working memory of lots of DNNs could not satisfy the constraint of RAM size of MCUs
even after their activation values are quantized to only one byte, which will be shown in
Chapter 4. [19] proposes to quantize the activation values to less than one byte. However,
this kind of quantization is not hardware-friendly and might cause problems when accessing
the memory of MCUs without extra hardware support. Moreover, quantization is also static
and thus insensitive to the inputs in the runtime.
Input 1
Output 1
M input
channels
N output
channels
Weight filter
Input 0
Input 0
Output 0 Output 1
Input 1
Output 0
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Remove Remove
Remove Remove
Figure 1: Static Pruning vs. Dynamic Pruning
To deploy a given DNN that could not directly run on MCUs due to its oversized working
memory, we developed a lightweight run-time working memory compression algorithm to
dynamically prune the intermediate output feature maps such that they could fit into RAMs
without degrading accuracy significantly for certain inputs. The main idea is shown in
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Figure 1. Instead of removing certain filters statically (grey filter in Figure 1 (a)(b)), our
method could dynamically remove the insignificant activation values (white small squares in
Figure 1 (c)(d)) in the output feature maps in the runtime. Since which values to be pruned
are dynamically decided based on the current input, the method is sensitive to the input
and thus minimizes the accuracy degradation incurred by the pruning for each input.
The main advantages of our method are as follows.
• Effectiveness. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to guarantee that a
specific DNN with oversized working memory could fit into resource-constrained MCUs
without changing the architecture of the deployed DNN. Since the complete architec-
ture is reserved, the loss of accuracy incurred by pruning is usually reduced compared
with static pruning that modifies the architecture of the original DNN, which shows the
effectiveness of our algorithm.
• Simplicity. The method we proposed could be implemented easily on the off-the-shelf
commercial MCUs without any extra hardware support.
• Lightweight. The method is also lightweight since the incurred memory overhead is
negligible and the overhead on the run-time latency is moderate, which will be shown in
Chapter 4.
Besides, the DNN running with our compression algorithm is also a good complement
to the recent neural architecture search (NAS) algorithm designed specifically for MCUs [4],
which will be illustrated in Chapter 2.
According to the experimental results shown in Section 4.2, our method could guarantee
that the DNN with oversized working memory could fit into the limited RAM of the target
MCU while maintaining satisfactory accuracy with relatively low overhead on memory and
run-time latency.
Note that this thesis is based on my published paper [20], which means I reused most of
the content in [20]. The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews
the related works and Chapter 3 describes our run-time working memory compression in
detail. Experimental details are given in Chapter 4 and the concluding remarks are given in
Chapter 5.
4
2.0 Related Work
This chapter will review the related work on DNN compression and the techniques
developed for deploying DNNs on MCUs.
2.1 DNN Compression
DNN compression is a technique to reduce the model size of a specific DNN so that it
could fit into the memory of mobile or embedded devices with negligible loss of accuracy [7,
19, 6, 12, 13]. Pruning is one of the common compression techniques, which could be divided
into structured pruning [12, 13, 7] and unstructured pruning [6]. However, directly applying
unstructured pruning to DNNs on MCUs could not solve the problem of oversized working
memory, as we discussed in Chapter 1. Structured pruning and quantization [19] could reduce
the working memory of a given DNNs since they effectively decrease the size of intermediate
feature maps. And [22] is the first work to combine these two techniques to deploy DNNs on
energy harvesting powered MCUs. However, the framework they proposed is optimized for
energy harvesting settings and specified for a special kind of DNNs, i.e., multi-exit DNNs. To
satisfy the more strict energy consumption constraint of energy harvesting powered devices,
the accuracy of DNNs is sacrificed. Therefore, a more general method is needed to solve the
problem of oversized working memory of DNNs on MCUs while maintaining the accuracy as
much as possible.
2.2 Deployment of DNNs on Resource-Constrained MCUs
DNNs were once thought to be unsuitable for deployment on resource-constrained MCUs
due to the gap between their complexity and the limited resources of MCUs. However,
more attention has been paid to running DNNs on resource-constrained MCUs in recent
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years. [8] designed and deployed a DNN on MCUs to detect ventricular arrhythmias and
achieved better performance than conventional algorithms. However, the simple architecture
of the proposed DNN hinders it from being applied to more complex tasks such as image
classification. [5] is the first work to successfully deploy DNNs on energy harvesting powered
MCUs. However, instead of ROM, this kind of MCUs uses FRAM as the storage component,
which is more expensive and allows frequent writing operations. The problem of oversized
working memory was overcome by constantly spilling out intermediate results from SRAM
to FRAM. However, this strategy is either too expensive or infeasible for the MCUs with
Flash memory or ROM. Different from the above works that focus on the inference of DNNs
on MCUs, [23] proposed a framework for the efficient on-device training of DNNs. Based on
their framework, the on-device training of LeNet could be achieved on MCUs, which helps
to enable more use cases of DNNs on MCUs.
2.3 Hardware-Aware Neural Architecture Search (NAS)
Hardware-aware NAS is an emerging technology that could automatically generate the
architecture of DNNs with the best accuracy for a particular application while satisfying the
hardware constraints of target platforms [3, 10, 21]. While most of the existing hardware-
aware NAS works focus on mobile devices or FPGAs, little attention has been paid to
the design of DNNs on resource-constrained MCUs. Recently, [4] proposes a hardware-
aware NAS customized for MCUs. It takes the memory usage, i.e., the model size and
working memory of DNNs, into consideration in the search process. [1] is another hardware-
aware NAS work for MCUs, which considered the requirement of latency in addition to the
constraints on memory usage. Both of these works could eliminate the DNNs with oversized
working memory in the search process since this kind of DNNs is regarded as not being
able to run on MCUs by default. However, equipped with our run-time working memory
compression, this kind of eliminated DNNs actually can run on the target MCU successfully.
And they might have better accuracy compared with those DNNs having smaller working
memory since a larger working memory usually implies a more complicated architecture with
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stronger representation capability. Due to the simplicity of our compression algorithm, it is
convenient to be merged into the NAS framework in [1, 4] and thus expanding the search
space of NAS, which could lead to better results. Therefore, we can conclude that the DNN
running with our compression algorithm is a good complement to the current hardware-aware
NAS algorithms for MCUs.
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3.0 Run-time Working Memory Compression
Traditional static structured pruning [12] aims to reduce the computational cost by
removing certain filters on selected layers of DNNs, which could reduce the working memory
of the corresponding layers at the same time. However, since it is usually applied to DNNs on
mobile or cloud platforms, where the memory to store the intermediate data is sufficient, the
reduction of working memory is only a side effect of this method and thus it is not optimized
for the saving of working memory. In the original setting of structured pruning, if some
layers with large working memory are sensitive to pruning, the algorithm could choose to
prune less or even no filters in those layers in order to maintain the accuracy. However, the
limited RAM size of MCUs poses hard constraints on the working memory of the deployed
DNNs. Even if some layers are sensitive to pruning, they will have to be pruned heavily if
their working memory exceeds the RAM size by a large margin. Therefore, we propose a
run-time working memory (WM) compression specified for the deployment of DNNs with
oversized WM on resource-constrained MCUs. It could reserve the complete architecture
of the deployed DNNs if their weights could fit into the storage and dynamically prune the
insignificant activation values of intermediate output feature maps in the runtime to satisfy
the hardware constraint of RAM size. Therefore, our method could make full use of the
representation capability of the original DNN and thus lower the accuracy loss incurred by
pruning for some layers sensitive to it.
3.1 System Overview and Execution Model
Our run-time WM compression mainly consists of two parts, i.e., the offline part and the
online part, which will be illustrated in Section 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The offline part will
decide the amount of activation values to prune in each layer of the DNN before deployment.
If the working memory does not exceed the RAM size for a specific layer, no activation values
need to be pruned and thus the WM compression will not be triggered in that layer in the
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runtime, which reduces the online overhead as much as possible. The system overview of the
online part is shown in Figure 2. And the online part will decide which activation values to
prune dynamically in the runtime according to the output feature maps of the specific layer.
Note that the choices could be distinct for different input data. When the online part is
triggered for layer l, it means that RAM cannot hold the complete output feature maps from
layer l. Therefore, we reserve a tiny buffer, which occupies a small space in RAM, to process
the output feature maps progressively. The calculated activation values in Y ′l will be sent to
a tiny buffer first after the inference operation. When the tiny buffer is full, the MCU will
be notified to execute the code of the online part of our run-time WM compression. The
program will decide k, the minimum number of activation values to prune for the specific
data in the buffer. We introduce a mechanism with threshold τ to adapt k in the runtime,
which will be discussed in Section 3.3. Therefore, we need a tiny space called Top K cache,
to keep track of the smallest k activation values among the data in the buffer. Then, at least
these k values are pruned and only the remaining part of the activation values are saved in
the space for output feature maps. Besides, there is a bitmap related to the pruned output
feature maps Yl. It uses one bit to indicate whether the corresponding activation values are
pruned in Yl. The bit will be set to one if the corresponding activation value is pruned.
When the MCU accesses the input feature maps of the next layer l + 1, it will first query
the bitmap, and use zero to represent the activation value whose corresponding bit is set
to one for the following inference operations. Otherwise, it will employ the original values
saved in Yl. By introducing a tiny buffer and considering all the incurred memory overhead
in the offline part of our algorithm, our run-time WM compression can guarantee that the
DNN with oversized working memory could fit into the limited RAM appropriately and run
successfully on the target MCU.
3.2 Offline Part of Compression Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents the steps of the offline part of run-time WM compression in de-
tail. The purpose of this part is to decide the number of activation values to prune in the
9
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Figure 2: System Overview of Run-Time WM Compression
corresponding output feature maps of each layer in the DNN with an online pruning array
Dp as output. Since this process is done before the deployment of a DNN on the MCU, it
is offline and thus reduces the online overhead. Note that in our WM compression, we only
need to consider the convolution layers for compression. For the pooling layer, it is used to
downsample the output Y from the convolution layer. If Y could fit into RAM, then the
downsampled feature maps must be able to fit into RAM. For the fully connected (FC) layer,
the size of its output is usually much smaller than that of the convolution layer. Thus, there
is little possibility that the working memory of the FC layer could exceed RAM size. As for
the input of Algorithm 1, RAM size Sr and tiny buffer size Sb are both converted to the
number of activation values they can hold.
In the statements of Algorithm 1, function GetInSize(M) returns an array containing
the number of activation values in the input feature maps of each convolution layer of DNN
M , while function GetOutSize(M) returns an array with the number of activation values
in the output feature maps of each convolution layer. The decision process of Dp iterates
through the N convolution layers. For a specific layer l, there are two constraints on the
output feature maps and only one of them would be the bottleneck in a specific case. The first
one is the hard constraint of RAM size Sr. When the working memory of layer l exceeds Sr,
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according to the memory layout shown in Figure 2, the hard constraint could be formulated
as,
Sr = S
(l)
in + S
(l)
out −D(l)p + S
(l)
bm + Sb + S
(l)
tkc, (3–1)
where S
(l)
in is the size of the input of layer l, while S
(l)
out is the original size of output of layer
l. Sb denotes the size of tiny buffer. And S
(l)
bm is the size of bitmap, where S
(l)
bm = d
Sout[l]
bw
e
and bw is the bit width of an activation value. S
(l)
tkc is the size of Top K cache, where
S
(l)
tkc = 2 ∗
D
(l)
p ∗Sb
S
(l)
out
. Since we need to record both the indices and the values in the Top K
cache, there is a multiplier of 2 to calculate Stkc. Based on Eq. (3–1), we can get D
(l)
p ,
which records the number of activation values to prune for layer l. D
(l)
p obtained in this case
corresponds to the option 1 (Opt. 1) for num to calculate D
(l)
p in Algorithm 1.
Another constraint is from the observation that if S
(l)
in is small and S
(l)
out is quite large
for layer l, the remaining spaces for S
(l+1)
out might be very tight if we only consider the hard
constraint in Eq. (3–1) for pruning and thus degrading the accuracy significantly. Therefore,
we introduce a predefined output threshold α to ensure that the space occupied by the output
of layer l does not exceed α ∗ Sr after pruning. And the constraint could be formulated as,
α ∗ Sr = S(l)out −D(l)p + S
(l)
bm + S
(l)
tkc. (3–2)
D
(l)
p acquired based on Eq. (3–2), corresponds to the option 2 (Opt. 2) for num to calculate
D
(l)
p in Algorithm 1. Besides, if there is a pooling layer after layer l, S
(l+1)
in might not be
equal to S
(l)
out. And we have
S
(l+1)
in = min
{
S
(l)
out −D(l)p , S
(l)
pool
}
, (3–3)
where S
(l)
pool is the size of the output from the pooling layer following convolution layer l,
returned by the function GetPoolSize(M , l). After N iterations, the resulted Dp is the
output of Algorithm 1 and would be used as one of the inputs of the online part of run-time
WM compression.
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Algorithm 1: Offline Part of Run-Time WM Compression
Input: Original DNN M with N convolution layers, output threshold α, RAM size
Sr, tiny buffer size Sb, bit width bw of an activation value
Output: Online pruning array Dp
Begin
S ′in ← GetInSize(M);
Sout ← GetOutSize(M);
S ′out ← Sout;
for l = 1, ..., N do
Sbm ← dSout[l]bw e;
S ′out[l]← S ′out[l] + Sbm;
Swm ← S ′in[l] + S ′out[l];
dem← 1− 2 ∗ (Sb/Sout[l]);
p← False;
if S ′out > α ∗ Sr then
p← True;
if S ′in[l] + Sb ≥ (1− α) ∗ Sr then
num← S ′in[l] + S ′out[l] + Sb − Sr; // Opt. 1
else
num← S ′out[l]− α ∗ Sr; // Opt. 2
else if Swm > Sr then
p← True;
num← S ′in[l] + S ′out[l] + Sb − Sr; // Opt. 1
else
num← 0;
Dp[l]← dnumdem e;
12
for continue
if p then
S ′out[l]← S ′out[l]−Dp[l];
if there is a pooling layer after layer l then
Spool ← GetPoolSize(M , l);
S ′in[l + 1]← min {S ′out[l], Spool};
else
S ′in[l + 1]← S ′out[l];
3.3 Online Part of Compression Algorithm
Algorithm 2 presents the steps of the online part of run-time WM compression in detail
for a specific input data X1. The purpose of this part is to decide which activation values to
prune dynamically according to the output feature maps Xl of specific layer l with D
(l)
p > 0.
For layer l, the activation values are pruned in the unit of batch B, whose size is Sb. The
amount of activation values to prune within a batch (i.e., Pb) is the mean of D
(l)
p over all the
T batches initially. Note that although the output feature maps and their related bitmaps
are made up of three dimensions, they are flattened to one dimension in Algorithm 2 for the
simplicity of index. Function Conv(Xl,M, l, s, e) calculates the activation values of layer l
starting from index s + 1 to e through convolution operations, which might include batch
normalization and ReLU functions. And the result Yb is saved in the tiny buffer. The first Pb
activation values and their corresponding indices in the batch are sorted in ascending order
and used to initialize the Top K cache as K and Kid, respectively. Then each value Y jb in Yb
is compared with the values in K through function TopKAdd(Kid,K, Y jb , j). If Y
j
b is less
than any value in K, then Y jb and j will be added to K and Kid, respectively. And the last
value in K and its corresponding index will be removed from Top K cache. Otherwise, Kid
and K will keep unchanged. Besides, Y jb should also be compared with pruning threshold τ .
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If Y jb is less than τ , then it will be pruned and its corresponding bit in bitmap BM will be
set to one through function SetBitmap(BM, i ∗ (Sb − 1) + j), where i is the index of the
batch for Y jb .
After all of the activation values in the batch are processed by the steps mentioned above,
if the activation values pruned by the threshold τ are more than the preset number Pb, then
we can reduce Pb for the following batches, where Pb is the average number of the total
amount of activation values to prune in the rest of the output feature maps. Therefore, we
can reserve more important features in the following batches and thus mitigate the loss of
accuracy. Otherwise, the program will prune all the activation values recorded in the Top
K cache and set the corresponding bits to one in bitmap BM . Then, the activation values
Yb after pruning within the batch will be moved to the corresponding position in the space
for compressed output feature maps Yl. After all the batches are processed, our run-time
WM compression for convolution layer l is finished. If there is a pooling layer after layer l,
Yl will be downsampled through the function Pool(Yl,M, l). And the downsampled Yl will
be used as the input Xl+1 for the next layer l + 1.
In the end, all of the N convolution layers are processed by our compression method.
The generated features XN+1 would be the input to the remaining fully connected lay-
ers in the deployed DNN. And the final prediction Y would be calculated through func-
tion FC(XN+1,M).
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Algorithm 2: Online Part of Run-time WM Compression
Input: Input data X1, original DNN M with N convolution layers, online pruning
array Dp, pruning threshold τ , tiny buffer size Sb, bitmap BM initialized
with zeros
Output: Prediction Y
Begin
Pcur ← 0;
Sout ← GetOutSize(M);
for l = 1, ..., N do
if Dp[l] > 0 then
T ← dSout[l]
Sb
e;
Pb ← dDp[l]T e;
B ← Sb;
for i = 1, ..., T do
if i == T then
Pb ← Dp[l]− Pcur;
B ← Sout[l] mod Sb;
s, e← (i− 1) ∗ Sb,min {i ∗ Sb, Sout[l]};
Yb ← Conv(Xl,M, l, s, e);
Kid,K ← Sort(Yb[0, Pb]);
C0 ← 0;
for j = 1, ..., B do
TopKAdd(Kid,K, Yb[j], j);
if Yb[j] < τ then
SetBitmap(BM, i ∗ (Sb − 1) + j);
Yb[j]← 0;
C0 ← C0 + 1;
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for continue
for continue
if C0 > Pb then
Pcur ← Pcur + C0;
Pb ← dDp[l]−PcurT−i e;
else
for k ∈ Kid do
SetBitmap(BM, i ∗ (Sb − 1) + k);
Yb[k]← 0;
Pcur ← Pcur + Pb;
Yl[s : e]← Yb;
if Pcur ≥ Dp then
break;
else
Yl ← Conv(Xl,M, l, 0, Sout[l]);
if there is a pooling layer after layer l then
Yl ← Pool(Yl,M, l);
Xl+1 ← Yl;
Y ← FC(XN+1,M);
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4.0 Experiments
This chapter reports the experimental results of our proposed run-time working memory
compression on SVHN and CIFAR-10. The results show that our method could reduce the
working memory of a given DNN effectively with accuracy higher than the original DNN
or with acceptable accuracy loss. Moreover, the accuracy of the DNN compressed by our
method outperforms the DNN compressed with static structured pruning by a large margin
in most cases. Besides, we also conduct sensitivity analysis for the two hyperparameters in
our algorithm, i.e., tiny buffer size Sb and pruning threshold τ , to explore their impact on
the performance of our algorithm.
4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Dataset
The datasets we used in the following experiments are SVHN and CIFAR-10. For SVHN,
it has 99289 images of digits from 0 to 9. In our experiments, the size of training set,
validation set and testing set is 65932, 7325 and 26032, respectively. For CIFAR-10, it
contains 60000 images in 10 classes, which consist of airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer,
dog, frog, horse, ship and truck. And the size of training set, validation set and testing set
are 45000, 5000, and 10000, respectively. Besides, the images in both datasets are RGB
images with a resolution of 32 by 32. Compared with SVHN, CIFAR-10 is more challenging
for DNNs to learn.
4.1.2 Evaluated DNNs
The DNNs evaluated in our experiments are LeNet-A, SpArSeNet-A and SonicNet-A,
which are the adapted versions of three lightweight DNNs suitable for resource-constrained
MCUs, i.e., LeNet [11], SpArSeNet [4] and SonicNet [5], respectively. The details of these
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DNNs are listed in Table 1. MS represents the model size of the DNN while WM denotes
its working memory. # Filters records the number of filters for each convolution layer and
kernel shape records the shape of the square kernels of the corresponding filters. Note that
all of the convolution layers of the evaluated DNNs use valid padding with a stride equal
to 1. Pool position is a list of the placement of pooling layers, i.e., the indices of the
convolution layers followed by the pooling layers. FC config provides the list of the size of
output features of fully connected layers, which are placed after the series of convolution
layers and pooling layers. For example, LeNet-A has two convolution layers. Both of them
have 5× 5 kernels. The first layer has 6 filters while the second one has 32 filters. They are
both followed by a pooling layer. Note that only the second pooling layer of LeNet-A uses
global average pooling. The other pooling layers of the evaluated DNNs use max-pooling
by default. LeNet-A has three fully connected layers after all the convolution and pooling
layers. And the size of output features of them is 120, 84, 10, respectively. Moreover, the
weights and the activation values of these three DNNs are all quantized to one byte under
Arm configuration in Pytorch. In addition, the evaluated DNNs are implemented in Pytorch
and trained on a single Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU.
Table 1: Configuration of Evaluated DNNs
Network MS (KB) WM (KB) # Filters Kernel Shape Pool Position FC Config
LeNet-A 19.79 4.59 [6, 32] [5, 5] [1, 2] [120, 84, 10]
SpArSeNet-A 24.33 15.74 [9, 11, 17, 39] [3, 4, 1, 5] [2, 4] [10]
SonicNet-A 60.17 15.31 [20, 80] [5, 5] [1, 2] [10]
4.1.3 Baseline
According to Chapter 2, static structured pruning and quantization could also effectively
reduce the working memory of DNNs on resource-constrained MCUs. Since we have already
quantized the DNNs to one byte in our experiments, only static structured pruning could
reduce working memory further. Therefore, we implemented the method in [12] as the
baseline. Note that in [12], the layers to prune are decided manually since the goal of their
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work is to reduce the computational cost and there is no memory constraint in their work.
But in our implementations, pruning will be triggered when the working memory of the
running layer exceeds RAM size. Besides, the baseline and our run-time working memory
compression are both implemented in Pytorch.
4.1.4 Hyperparameters of Run-Time WM Compression
The hyperparameters of our run-time working memory compression include buffer size Sb,
pruning threshold τ and output threshold α. For the first two hyperparameters, their values
are changeable in different experiments since we want to explore the relationship between
their setting and the accuracy of pruned DNNs, which will be shown in Section 4.2.2. As for
the output threshold α, its value is fixed in our experiments. And we set the value of α to
0.8, 0.5 and 0.8 for LeNet-A, SpArSeNet-A and SonicNet-A, respectively.
4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Evaluation of Run-Time WM Compression
Table 2 and Table 3 show the experimental results on SVHN and CIFAR-10, respectively.
Our experiments evaluated the three mentioned DNNs running with our proposed run-time
working memory compression (RTWMC) and compared it with the corresponding baselines,
i.e., static structured pruning (SSP). The basic memory configurations of the target MCUs
are listed as storage size and RAM size. After quantization, all of the three DNNs could
fit into the storage of the target MCUs while their working memory still exceeds the corre-
sponding RAM size. Therefore, to run on the target MCUs, pruning the intermediate feature
maps is necessary. In the mentioned two tables, original ACC represents the accuracy of
the DNNs without pruning, while pruned ACC is the accuracy after pruning. Note that the
pruned ACC we showed for RTWMC in the two tables is the best accuracy when buffer size
is less than 50 bytes, which corresponds to the cases where the overhead on memory and
latency is relatively small.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the Three DNNs with Run-Time WM Compression on SVHN
Network
Storage
Size (KB)
RAM
Size (KB)
Original
Acc (%)
Pruning
Method
Pruned
ACC (%)
Memory
Overhead (KB)
Estimated
Runtime Latency
Buffer
Size (B)
Pruning
Threshold
LeNet-A 32 4 81.57 RTWMC 81.45 0.08 1.24x 40 0.2
SSP 72.56 - - - -
SpArSeNet-A 32 8 89.69 RTWMC 85.59 0.09 1.27x 40 0.8
SSP 87.55 - - - -
SonicNet-A 64 8 88.80 RTWMC 87.68 0.10 1.22x 40 0.5
SSP 86.76 - - - -
According to Table 2, for LeNet-A and SonicNet-A, the accuracy after pruning with our
proposed method (i.e., RTWMC) is only 0.12% and 1.12% lower than the original accuracy,
respectively. Moreover, the accuracy of our method on LeNet-A and SonicNet-A outperforms
that of the baseline (i.e., SSP) by 8.89% and 0.92%, respectively. As for SpArSeNet-A, our
pruning method incurs 4.1% accuracy loss and is 1.96% lower than the baseline. The main
reason for the underperformance is due to the simplicity of SVHN, which means that a naive
and compact architecture is sufficient to get good performance for such a simple dataset.
Therefore, the advantage brought by compactness is over the limitation on representation
capability. The main overheads of RTWMC are the overhead on memory and run-time
latency. For SSP, all of the space of RAM is used to store the intermediate feature maps,
while for RTWMC, some of them are reserved for the tiny buffer and Top K cache as shown
in Figure 2. But the total memory overhead is quite small, which are 0.08 KB, 0.09 KB
and 0.10 KB, respectively. And it is negligible compared with the corresponding RAM size.
Besides, we also estimated the runtime latency of RTWMC, which is represented in the
form of the ratio of the latency of RTWMC to that of running the DNNs without pruning.
The ratio is 1.24x, 1.27x and 1.22x, respectively, which is moderate for deploying DNNs on
MCUs.
According to Table 3, for LeNet-A and SonicNet-A, the accuracy after pruning with
our proposed method (i.e., RTWMC) is 0.62% and 2.3% higher than the original accuracy,
respectively. It might be due to the regularization functionality provided by our pruning
method, which could improve the generalization capability of the original DNNs. In addition,
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the accuracy of our method on LeNet-A and SonicNet-A outperforms that of the baseline
(i.e., SSP) by 18.58% and 14.87%, respectively. As for SpArSeNet-A, our pruning method
incurs 3.61% accuracy loss, while the accuracy loss of the baseline is 7.59%. The accuracy
of our method outperforms the baseline by 3.98%. It shows that in CIFAR-10, a more
complicated data set than SVHN, our method could reduce the accuracy loss incurred by
pruning as much as possible. The overhead on memory and run-time is still relatively small.
The total memory overhead is 0.02 KB, 0.09 KB and 0.07 KB, respectively. And the ratio
for estimated latency is 1.08x, 1.26x and 1.17x, respectively.
Table 3: Evaluation of the Three DNNs with Run-Time WM Compression on CIFAR-10
Network
Storage
Size (KB)
RAM
Size (KB)
Original
ACC (%)
Pruning
Method
Pruned
ACC (%)
Memory
Overhead (KB)
Estimated
Runtime Latency
Buffer
Size (B)
Pruning
Threshold
LeNet-A 32 4 59.44 RTWMC 60.06 0.02 1.08x 10 0.3
SSP 41.48 - - - -
SpArSeNet-A 32 8 75.62 RTWMC 72.01 0.09 1.27x 40 0.3
SSP 68.03 - - - -
SonicNet-A 64 8 68.81 RTWMC 71.11 0.07 1.17x 30 0.1
SSP 56.24 - - - -
Based on the experimental results in Table 2 and Table 3, we can claim that our RTWMC
could maintain the accuracy of the original DNNs as much as possible in most cases, espe-
cially for complicated datasets like CIFAR-10. In the meantime, it is lightweight for the
deployment of DNNs on resource-constrained MCUs.
4.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Hyperparameters
In this section, we report the experimental results about the sensitivity analysis of the
two hyperparameters in RTWMS. Section 4.2.2.1 shows the analysis of pruning threshold τ ,
while Section 4.2.2.2 is about the analysis of buffer size Sb.
4.2.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Pruning Threshold
Figure 3 shows the impact of pruning threshold τ on the top-1 accuracy of the DNNs
pruned by RTWMC on SVHN when the buffer size Sb is fixed. For LeNet-A, SpArSeNet
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and SonicNet, the buffer size is 50 B, 30 B and 60 B, respectively. When the pruning thresh-
old is 0, each output feature map is pruned equally, which means the number of activation
values to be pruned is the same for each feature map. And the achieved accuracy is already
relatively high. For LeNet-A and SonicNet-A, it is 8.85% and 0.7% higher than the base-
line, respectively. And for SpArSeNet-A, it is 2.47% lower than the baseline. This result
shows the advantage of fine-grained dynamic unstructured pruning over coarse-grained static
structured pruning. Moreover, the accuracy could be further improved with an appropri-
ate pruning threshold. The highest accuracy is 81.42%, 85.08% and 87.81% for LeNet-A,
SpArSeNet and SonicNet, which is achieved when pruning threshold τ equals 0.5, 0.8 and 0.4,
respectively. Besides, when the threshold is large (i.e., 10 in our experiments), the accuracy
of the evaluated DNNs drops dramatically and is less than 45% for all these three DNNs.
More specifically, the corresponding accuracy is 43.59%, 22.67% and 19.12% for LeNet-A,
SpArSeNet and SonicNet-A, respectively. In this case, the first several output feature maps
are almost removed completely for inference, which reduces the accuracy significantly. This
case is quite similar to the case where the structured pruning is applied in the run-time
and thus without the chance to retrain the weights. Therefore, this result could imply the
advantage of fine-grained dynamic unstructured pruning over the naive coarse-grained online
structured pruning.
Figure 4 shows the impact of pruning threshold τ on the top-1 accuracy of the DNNs
pruned by RTWMC on CIFAR-10 when the buffer size Sb is fixed. For LeNet-A, SpArSeNet
and SonicNet, the buffer size is 70 B, 30 B and 90 B, respectively. When the pruning
threshold is 0, the achieved accuracy is already relatively high. For LeNet-A and SonicNet-
A, it is 18.32% and 14.59% higher than the baseline, respectively. And for SpArSeNet-A, it is
only 0.78% lower than the baseline. Moreover, the accuracy could be further improved with
an appropriate pruning threshold. The highest accuracy is 60%, 71.46% and 71% for LeNet-
A, SpArSeNet and SonicNet, which is achieved when pruning threshold τ equals 0.7, 0.4
and 0.3, respectively. And all of them outperform the baseline by a large margin. Besides,
when the threshold is large (i.e., 10 in our experiments), the accuracy of the evaluated
DNNs drops dramatically and is less than 25% for all these three DNNs. More specifically,
the corresponding accuracy is 20.28%, 11.22% and 17.31% for LeNet-A, SpArSeNet and
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Figure 3: Top-1 Accuracy of Run-Time Working Memory Compression (RTWMC) with
Different Pruning Threshold on Three Evaluated DNNs on SVHN.
SonicNet-A, respectively.
In conclusion, when the buffer size is fixed, simply using a small pruning threshold τ such
as 0.1 is enough to get a satisfactory accuracy. But an appropriate choice of the pruning
threshold τ could lead to better accuracy.
.
4.2.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Buffer Size
Figure 5 shows the impact of buffer size Sb on the top-1 accuracy of the DNNs pruned
by RTWMC on SVHN, when the pruning threshold τ is fixed. For LeNet-A, SpArSeNet and
SonicNet, the pruning threshold τ is 0.7, 0.9 and 0.5, respectively. Since the complete output
feature maps could not fit into the RAM, pruning could not be executed based on the global
information of the feature maps. And in RTWMC, pruning is done in the unit of buffer size.
If the buffer size is too small, the decision of pruning is only based on the information of
a small number of activation values, which might lead to suboptimal solutions. Therefore,
bigger buffer size is helpful to make wiser decisions about pruning. In Figure 5, the best
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Figure 4: Top-1 Accuracy of Run-Time Working Memory Compression (RTWMC) with
Different Pruning Threshold on Three Evaluated DNNs on CIFAR-10.
accuracy is 81.52%, 86.37% and 88.37% for LeNet-A, SpArSeNet and SonicNet, which is
all achieved when the buffer size Sb is equal to 200, the largest evaluated buffer size. These
results show the advantage of a large buffer size. But note that when the buffer size Sb equals
40, the achieved accuracy is already high, which is only 0.07%, 0.91% and 0.69% lower than
the best accuracy, respectively. And the accuracy is improved the most when the buffer size
Sb is increased from 10 to 20, which is 0.40%, 5.09% and 1.25%, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the impact of buffer size Sb on the top-1 accuracy of the DNNs pruned by
RTWMC on CIFAR-10 when the pruning threshold τ is fixed. For LeNet-A, SpArSeNet and
SonicNet, the pruning threshold τ is 0.3, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. Although a large buffer
size is useful to improve accuracy as shown in the experiments on SVHN, larger buffer size
is not always better. If the buffer size is too large, the memory overhead and the run-time
overhead will be increased significantly. Thus, we need to choose an appropriate buffer size
in order to get the best trade-off between accuracy and overhead. For LeNet-A, SpArSeNet
and SonicNet, the best accuracy is 60.04%, 72.01% and 71.11%, which is achieved when the
buffer size equals 10 B, 40 B and 30 B, respectively, For LeNet-A, the best performance could
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Figure 5: Top-1 Accuracy of Run-Time Working Memory Compression (RTWMC) with
Different Buffer Size on Three Evaluated DNNs on SVHN.
be achieved with quite a small buffer size while for SpArSeNet and SonicNet, increasing the
buffer size could improve the accuracy only at the early stage. When the best accuracy
is achieved, the trend of the three curves in Figure 6 becomes stable with little change in
the accuracy. It means that the positive and negative impacts brought by a larger buffer
size achieve a subtle balance. And thus, increasing the buffer size is not necessary for
better accuracy. Therefore, we can claim that for RTWMC, the best performance could be
achieved with a relatively small buffer size, which justifies the small memory overhead and
the moderate run-time overhead we claimed in Section 4.2.1.
In conclusion, a larger buffer size is helpful to improve the accuracy of RTWMC, es-
pecially at the early stage when we increase the buffer size from a small number. But a
huge buffer is not necessary, and the conducted experiments have proved that a satisfactory
accuracy could be achieved with relatively small buffer size.
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5.0 Conclusions
This work aims to enable the deployment of DNNs on resource-constrained MCUs when
their working memory exceeds the RAM size of the target MCU. It proposes a lightweight
run-time working memory compression to dynamically prune the activation values on the
intermediate output feature maps of the deployed DNN when the working memory of specific
layers is oversized, such that the working memory could be reduced to a size lower than the
RAM size. Experimental results show that without incurring heavy overhead on memory
and run-time latency, the compressed DNNs could maintain the original accuracy or run
with moderate accuracy loss.
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